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Abstract
We applied a mixed-method research design to investigate the patterns of reasoning used
by novice undergraduate chemistry students to classify chemical substances as elements,
compounds, or mixtures based on their particulate representations. We were interested in
the identification of the representational features that students use to build a classification
system, and in the characterization of the thinking processes that they follow to group substances in different classes. Students in our study used structural and chemical composition
features to classify chemical substances into elements, compounds, and mixtures. Many of
the students’ classification errors resulted from strong mental associations between concepts
(e.g., atom-element, molecule-compound) or from lack of conceptual differentiation (e.g.,
compound-mixture). Strong concept associations led novice students to reduce the number
of relevant features used to differentiate between substances, while the inability to discriminate between two concepts (conceptual undifferentiation) led them to pay too much attention to irrelevant features during the classification tasks. Comparisons of the responses to
classification tasks of students with different levels of expertise in chemistry indicate that
some of these naïve patterns of reasoning may be strengthened by, rather than weakened by,
training in the discipline.

Introduction
Research in science education in the past 30 years has shown that students enter science classes with many preconceived ideas about the behavior of the natural world (Wandersee, Mintzes, & Novak, 1994; Duit, 2004). These ideas often
lead learners to make predictions and build explanations different from those derived by currently accepted scientific theories and practices. Although the list of
reported students’ alternative conceptions in science is vast, several authors have
643
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suggested that many of them result from reasoning based on “common sense”
(Talanquer, 2006; Chi, 2005; Driver, Guesne, & Tiberghien, 1985; Driver, Squires,
Rushworth, & Wood-Robinson, 1997; Furió, Calatayud, Bárcenas, & Padilla, 2000;
Perkins & Simmons, 1988; Viennot, 2001). Common-sense reasoning is grounded
in a set of presuppositions about the surrounding world and the nature of things,
and relies on mental strategies to make decisions and build inferences based on
the available information.
Our work in recent years has been directed at identifying the common-sense
patterns of reasoning used by students to analyze, predict, and explain chemical phenomena. The central goal of these studies has been to better characterize
the explanatory framework of a prototypical common-sense chemistry student
(Talanquer, 2006). Although we do not propose that the complexity of students’
thinking in chemistry can be reduced to a limited number of basic rules or principles independent of the context or the individual, we recognize the need to develop functional models that can help chemistry teachers interpret their students’
ideas in a more comprehensive way. Shifting their attention from the identification of specific alternative conceptions in a wide variety of topics to the analysis
of underlying common patterns of reasoning may help chemistry teachers better
identify, understand, and even predict the possible alternative conceptions that
their students may hold.
In this study we continue this line of work and apply a mixed-method design
approach to investigate the patterns of reasoning used by novice undergraduate
chemistry students to classify chemical substances as elements, compounds, or
mixtures based on their microscopic (particulate) representations. We are specifically interested in identifying the representational features that novice students
use to build a classification system, characterizing the thinking processes that
they follow to group substances in different classes, and comparing their performance in simple classification tasks with that of students with higher levels of
preparation in chemistry. Understanding student thinking in these types of tasks
is crucial since classification is one of the central aims and means of chemistry,
and since a large percentage of school chemistry problems rely on the application
of appropriate classification schemes.
Classification plays a central role in chemistry, where it is used not only as
a way to organize knowledge, but also as a powerful predictive tool (Schummer, 1998). Chemists rely heavily on classification systems in their everyday
work, from selecting a solvent in order to carry out a reaction to identifying a
molecule based on a set of spectra. Unfortunately, novice learners seem to have
difficulties identifying relevant categorization features when facing classification-based problems (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). For example, several studies have shown that many students think
of chemical compounds as mixtures of elements, and some of them classify homogeneous mixtures as pure substances (Barker, 2000; Briggs & Holding, 1986;
Sanger, 2000; Taber, 2002). However, little research has been done to uncover
the origin of these difficulties and the patterns of reasoning that students follow
during the classification process.
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Theoretical Framework
Research in cognitive science and science education over the past three decades has given rise to a large body of empirical and theoretical results about
students’ ideas of the physical world (Driver et al., 1985, 1997; Wandersee et al.,
1994). Many of these studies support the view that knowledge is organized in
specific domains that are characterized by a set of principles that define the entities in the domain and guide reasoning about those entities (Carey & Spelke,
1994, 1996; Wellman & Gelman, 1998). Individuals are assumed to be endowed
with domain-specific systems of knowledge such as knowledge about physical
objects and knowledge about numbers. Some of these domains are believed to be
innate or developed at an early age (core domains).
Several authors have argued that knowledge in a given domain is organized
in networks or explanatory frameworks that have some, but not necessarily all, of
the characteristics of a theory (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Vosniadou, 1994, 2002).
These explanatory frameworks are complex systems that include perceptual information, beliefs, presuppositions, and mental representations of the entities
in the domain. Although a large body of research supports the idea that prior
knowledge has a strong influence on learning, researchers disagree on the degree
of coherence of students’ knowledge systems and on the domain-specificity of the
basic presuppositions that seem to guide their thinking (Chi & Roscoe, 2002; diSessa, 2002).
Research on human reasoning has also shown that learners make inferences
about the world by using processes that are relatively simple to apply (Leighton
& Sternberg, 2004; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). These
shortcut reasoning procedures, also called heuristics, reduce the information-processing load. While heuristics often generate acceptable answers with little effort,
they sometimes lead to severe and systematic biases and errors. Common-sense
reasoning in science seems to be based on both a set of presuppositions about the
physical world and the application of fast and frugal heuristics that control how
and where to look for information, when to stop the search, and what to do with
the results (Driver et al., 1985; Viennot, 2001). Recent work in chemical education
research indicates that many of the students’ alternative conceptions in chemistry
may be the result of this type of reasoning (Talanquer, 2006). For example, students tend to attribute properties of material substances to abstract concepts or
to processes and interactions (e.g., when students think that heat is a fluid or that
chemical bonds are solid links between atoms). Students also commonly apply
heuristics when analyzing causal processes. They think that the stronger, closer,
or longer the duration of the cause, the larger the effect (e.g., the more electrons in
an atom, the larger it is).
Common-sense reasoning is also likely applied when classifying different
entities in the natural world. A large body of research in cognitive science has
shown that prior knowledge strongly influences the nature and interpretation
of the features that individuals select to define a class (Hayes, Foster, & Gadd,
2003; Heit, Briggs, & Bott, 2004; Margolis & Laurence, 1999). The novice-expert
research literature in this area indicates that novices build classification systems
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based on surface features, while expert thinking is guided by central underlying
concepts (Shafto & Coley, 2003). Research also shows that experts often create
more categories than novices (Day & Lord, 1992), and that they are able to classify just as fast at the general level as they do at the specific level (Tanaka & Taylor, 1991). In general, experts possess a highly complex structure of knowledge
organized around central ideas and concepts that help them identify more features and meaningful patterns than novices do (Bransford et al., 2000; Chi, Glaser,
& Farr, 1988). Thus, we should expect noticeable differences in the performance
of novice and expert chemistry students engaged in solving chemistry problems
that involve the application of a classification scheme.
Methodology
Goals and Research Questions
The central goal of this study was to investigate the thinking processes of novice undergraduate chemistry students when engaged in classification tasks involving microscopic (particulate) representations of different chemical substances
(elements, compounds, and mixtures). Our investigation was guided by the following research questions:
• What are the basic features to which novice students pay attention when
classifying a substance as an element, a compound, or a mixture based on
its microscopic representation?
• What are the patterns of reasoning that novice students use to classify these
substances into different groups or classes?
• What are the differences between the novice students’ responses to the selected classification tasks and those of students with higher levels of preparation in chemistry?
Context and Participants
This study was conducted at a public Research I institution in the Southwest
of the United States. The Chemistry Department at this university offers a variety
of chemistry courses to over 2,500 students each semester, of whom about 50%
are female and 35% are ethnically diverse students, with majors ranging from
nursing and agriculture to chemical engineering.
For comparison purposes, participants in the study were drawn from six different groups representing different levels of preparation in chemistry: General
Chemistry I (GCI, two sections; n = 344); General Chemistry II (GCII, one section; n = 156); Honours General Chemistry I (HGCI, two sections; n = 131); Organic Chemistry I (OCI, one section; n = 90); Physical Chemistry I (PCI, one section; n = 44); and Graduate Students from the Chemistry Department enrolled in
a College Teaching class (GS, one class; n = 39). Students in the general chemistry
courses (GCI and GCII) were considered as the novice chemistry students for the
purposes of this study.
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Figure 1. Examples of microscopic representations of elements, compounds, and mixtures
used in our study. Each image has been labelled based on its chemical composition for reference purposes in this paper.

Instruments and Procedures
We followed a mixed-method design in which qualitative and quantitative research instruments were used (Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989). The data collection was completed in two main phases: Classification Task Questionnaires,
and Interviews.
Classification Task Questionnaires. Over the course of two semesters, we visited
all the chemistry sections outlined above. Students in these courses were asked
to classify a set of 20 particulate images of different chemical substances as elements, compounds, or mixtures (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The images, which
use circles of various color to represent atoms (or ions by adding + or - signs)
of different elements, were projected one by one on a large screen for 15-s intervals. Students recorded their responses on an answer sheet that was collected
immediately after the presentation of the last image. It is important to point out
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Table 1. Percentage of students who classified a given particulate representation as element, compound, or mixture in the Classification Task Questionnaire (correct answers are
highlighted). Each image has been labelled based on its chemical composition for reference
purposes in this paper. * Images used in the interviews

that the distinction between elements, compounds, and mixtures is a topic traditionally addressed within the first three weeks of the GCI course. Our study was
conducted in the second half of the academic semester, and thus students in this
group (GCI) had already been exposed to this topic during the regular lecture.
Interviews. Twenty-eight volunteers from the General Chemistry classes (19
students from GCI and nine from GCII) involved in the first phase of the study
completed a 1-h semi-structured interview. Each interview was tape-recorded
and transcribed. Three slightly different interview protocols were used to investigate several aspects of students’ thinking while also limiting the cognitive de-
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mand on each interviewee. Students were randomly assigned to one of the protocols. All protocols included a common set of activities that have proven to be
effective in eliciting student thinking and cognitive structure (Tsai & Huang,
2000; White & Gunstone, 1992), such as the construction of concept maps (Novak, 1990) and pictorial representations (Symington, Boundy, Radford, & Walton,
1981). The main difference between protocols was based on the completion of an
additional exploratory activity, such as a word association task or a word definition task (Preece, 1976).
As part of all of the interviews, the 28 participants were asked to draw microscopic representations of an element, a compound, and a mixture, and to develop
a concept map based on these concepts. All interviewees were also asked to classify 15 of the 20 microscopic representations used in the first phase of the project
(we selected the 15 microscopic representations that had been misclassified most
frequently in the classification task questionnaires described earlier). Students
were given the 15 images of different chemical substances and asked to classify
them in different groups, thinking out-loud during the process. In Protocols A
and C, students’ answers were constrained by specifying that they should classify the microscopic representations as elements, compounds, or mixtures; while
in Protocol B, students self-defined their groups. This latter variation in the protocol allowed us to investigate to what extent participants spontaneously used elements, compounds, and mixtures as organizing classes.
In two of the interview protocols (Protocols A and B; 19 students), students
were additionally asked to define the terms element, compound, and mixture in
their own words, while in the third protocol (Protocol C; nine students) they had
to write the first word that came to their mind when they heard each of these concepts (word association task). The answers to these additional tasks were mainly
used to validate conclusions derived from the analysis of results from those core
tasks that were common to all of the protocols. For reference and privacy purposes, a code was created to label each of the participants; this code has been
used throughout the discussion of our results. The assigned label is based on the
order of the interview and the type of protocol used. For example, Interviewee
S1A refers to the first (1) subject (S) who completed the interview Protocol A.
Data Analysis
Grounded theory (Charmaz, 2003) was used to analyze the interview transcripts and other forms of evidence. In this iterative, non-linear analysis, categories were generated by highlighting common statements and major ideas relevant
to the research questions. Each activity included in the interview protocols revealed their own set of categories, which then were regrouped according to common themes. Main categories were derived from the analysis of results for activities common to all protocols; results for other tasks were mainly used for
validation purposes. This process together with the statistical analysis of the answers to the classification task questionnaire allowed us to identify both the central features that students used to build their classification schemes as well as the
main patterns of reasoning guiding their decisions.
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Figure 2. The diagram summarizes the types of features used by students to classify microscopic representations of chemical substances into elements (E), compounds (C), and
mixtures (M).

Additional validation and extension studies involving another group of 32
GCII students and five “expert” chemists (chemistry faculty and instructors) were
conducted in the final stages of the data analysis to test the validity of our major
inferences and claims. Students were asked to classify as element, compound, or
mixture 15 microscopic representations specifically designed to test the basic results of our analysis. The five expert chemists completed a 30-min interview using the set of activities included in interview Protocol B (which is based on selfdefined groups for the main classification task).
Results and Discussion
Features
Figure 2 compiles the representational features that the interviewed students
took into consideration when classifying chemical substances into elements, compounds, or mixtures based on their microscopic representations. We have used a
question format to highlight the types of features to which students paid attention when making judgements and decisions during the classification tasks. The
analysis of the interview transcripts and the students’ concept maps and drawings shows that most students based their classification on three main types of
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features: the overall structure and composition of the microscopic representation
(overall composition), the atomic composition of each particle in the system (particle composition), and the presence of bonding between atoms (particle structure). Figure 2 depicts the specific features that students considered during the
activities associated with the different interview protocols. However, not all of
the students based their decisions on the analysis of each feature in this diagram.
Patterns of Reasoning
In general, misclassification of a substance commonly occurred when students
reduced the number of relevant classification features or failed to differentiate between the concepts of element, compound, and mixture. Thus, we selected the
ideas of reduction and undifferentiation as the basis for the categories used to discuss the main results of this part of the study.
Reduction
The tendency of students to reduce the number of variables considered
when making a decision is characteristic of common-sense learners (Driver et
al., 1985; Viennot, 2001). This pattern of reasoning was mainly observed in the
classification of elements and compounds. In general, reduction was based on
the search for a single distinctive feature that was strongly associated with each
type of substance: identical isolated atoms in the case of elements, and bonded
particles (molecules) in the case of compounds. For example, during the interviews, more than one-quarter of the students (5 out of 19) who were asked to
define an element clearly thought that they were composed of single atoms and
then used this as the unique criterion in differentiating elements from other
substances. Moreover, 18 out of 28 interviewed students chose to draw a single
circle to represent a chemical element, and four of the nine students who completed the word association activity wrote “single” or “single atom” after hearing the word element.
The association between the concepts of atom and element was also evident in
10 of the 28 concept maps created by the participants in our study, as illustrated
by the conceptual links shown in Figure 3. Several students thought of elements
as the common label used to refer to the individual atoms represented in the periodic table. Indeed, 10 of the 28 students related the word element to the words
periodic table in their concept maps and 5 of the 19 definitions of the concept element referred to the “periodic table.” Although these relationships are not necessarily incorrect, they reflect the students’ strong association between the concepts
atom and element.
Additionally, almost one-half of the students who were asked to define the
concept of compound during the interviews thought of these substances as something that “has bonds;” more than one-third of them defined mixtures as something that “is not bonded or not interacting.” The presence of bonded particles
or molecules as the distinctive feature of chemical compounds surfaced repeatedly in the different activities associated with the three interview protocols. Sev-
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Figure 3. Excerpts from seven concept maps that illustrate the association between the
concepts atom and element

enteen of the 28 students drew a single molecule with two or more different atoms to represent a compound; only six of the students drew an ionic compound.
During the word association activity, four out of nine students wrote “water” after hearing the word compound, and nine of the 28 students linked the concepts
compound and molecule in their concept maps. One of the interviewed students
clearly described the difficulty he had in overcoming the strong association between the concepts molecule and compound in the classification of molecular elements such as E2:
People have to tell me over and over that elements exist bonded like O2 … I
would more easily put it in compound because of the bonding. So, when I am
on a test, I need to think hard that a diatomic molecule, with the same atoms, is
an element. (S7A)

The strong mental association between the concepts of compound and molecule could be used to explain why a significant proportion of students misclassified molecular elements (E2 and F4 in Table 1) as chemical compounds in the classification task questionnaire. Surprisingly, this association seemed to be stronger
among students with more advanced training in the discipline, as illustrated in Figure 4 where we show the percentage of students in different groups who classified
the species E2 as an element or a compound. Analysis of the data using a chi-square
test reveals that there is a statistically significant relationship (p < 0.0001) between
the number of students who classify E2 or F4 as an element or as a compound and
the level of chemistry expertise. To identify which groups were the major contributors to the statistically significant difference in the data, we performed a post hoc
test to evaluate the standardized residuals for each group (Lawal, 2003). This analysis showed that students in General Chemistry (GCI), students in more advanced
chemistry courses (GCII, HGCI, OCI, PCI), and graduate students in chemistry
(GS) differed significantly in their responses to the classification task.
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Figure 4. Percentage of students with different levels of preparation who classified the molecular element E2 as element, compound, or mixture in the Classification Task Questionnaire (see Table 1). The diagram on the left illustrates the types of features that may have
influenced the students’ decisions (as suggested by student interviews). Relevant information from the statistical analysis of the data is included

The observed significant difference in the responses of novice students in
GCI and in more advanced chemistry courses (GCII, HGCI, OCI, PCI) may be
the result of shallow learning in the introductory course. The topic of elements,
compounds, and mixtures is the subject of direct instruction in GCI, and this
may explain the larger fraction of students in this group who correctly classify E2 and F4 as elements. However, if learning for some of these students is
based on rote memorization rather than on deep understanding of basic chemical concepts, it is likely they will revert to their prior conceptions or knowledge later on.
There is also a significant difference in the results for graduate students and
undergraduate students in advanced chemistry classes. Although graduate students’ responses to the classification task questionnaire could also be an indication of shallow learning in their introductory chemistry courses, our study points
to other possible causes. Short informal conversations with graduate students revealed that some of them thought of the term element as the common label for
the different types of atoms represented in the periodic table, rather than as a
type of chemical substance.
For many of them, the particulate representation of a substance seemed to
trigger an alternative classification system based on molecular structure rather
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than on chemical composition. We observed a similar phenomenon in the interviews with expert chemistry faculty. During the construction of their own classification system, most experts based the categorization of pure substances on
molecular structure rather than chemical composition. For example, one of the interviewees grouped E2 and EF together as “diatomic” particles, and some of the
participants went so far as to associate the label compound with any non-monoatomic entities. The following quotes illustrate the types of ideas expressed by
three out of five chemistry faculty during the classification task:
…if you think of elements in the context of real materials like sulphur S8 then
it’s different… we call sulphur an element but it’s really a compound… an element is one atom but a compound is more than one. (F1)
An element is just one single species. I think of something that shows up in
the periodic table; a single atom. An element cannot be diatomic; it would be a
compound. (F2)

These types of results suggest that the unexpected increase in the percentage
of “experts” who classify E2 as a compound is not the result of a simple reversion to prior ideas, but rather is more closely associated with a shift of focus from
composition to structural features in the identification of relevant classification
factors. From this new perspective, the classification of E2 as an element is seen by
experts as having little use or as being irrelevant. In analyzing systems at the particulate level, the structure and complexity of the particles becomes of central interest, and substances such as E2 and EF have more in common than E2 and E. In
this structure-based framework, the word compound is redefined and used in the
same way as many naïve learners do: to refer to substances comprised of identical molecules, regardless of their composition. The concept of element is then reserved to refer to the different types of atoms that compose a molecule.
Undifferentiation
A variety of studies show that common-sense learners do not clearly differentiate between certain concepts, such as heat and temperature or speed and velocity, and tend to apply fused or coalesced notions to interpret or explain physical
phenomena (Smith, Carey, & Wiser, 1985). In our study, this type of conceptual
undifferentiation was demonstrated in various instances by several of the interviewed students who did not clearly differentiate between the concepts compound and mixture. For example, two of the nine students who completed the
word association activity connected the word compound to the word mixture,
and two other students linked the word mixture to the chemical formulas HCl
and NaCl. Six of the 28 interviewed students drew either an actual compound to
represent a mixture or, vice versa, a mixture as a representation of a compound.
During the interviews, 17 of the 28 students made comments that revealed some
level of undifferentiation between the concepts compound and mixture. The following excerpts from the student interviews illustrate this confusion:
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HCl is a mixture too I guess… a mixture is a compound… I think they are synonymous with each other or something like that… like if I have a container full
of carbon dioxide it’s a mixture because I hold it into my hand but when I write
it down then it’s a compound. (S7B)
A compound is a mixture of two different elements. (S8B)
A compound is just two elements mixed together… I think that compounds are
mixtures. (S3A)
I can’t make a difference between compound and mixture; I still don’t know
what a mixture is. I can’t think of it at the microscopic level… Water is a compound but it could be kind of a mixture too. Compound and mixture are the
same to me. (S2A)

The analysis of the students’ verbalized thinking during the interviews suggests that the undifferentiation between the concepts compound and mixture led
many students to consider extraneous features during the classification of these
types of substances. In particular, we identified two main distracting factors: the
presence of common atoms among different particles, and the relative concentration and distribution of the particles in the system. We analyze the corresponding
evidence in the following paragraphs.
Common atoms. The analysis of the students’ responses to the classification
task administered during the first phase of our study revealed that mixtures of
two types of particles in which one of the species is part of the other (DE + E, D +
D2E, and EF + E2F in Table 1 and Figure 1) were classified as compounds by up to
40% of the students in general chemistry. Our results are summarized in Figure
5, where we can see that although the percentage of students who misclassified
these particulate representations as compounds decreases in a significant manner
(p < 0.001) with further training in the discipline, the actual percentage value remained relatively high across the different groups.
Individual interviews revealed that some students thought of these types of
mixtures as “reacting systems” where the smaller particles are either left over
from an incomplete reaction or have the potential to form more product (the
other substance). The classification of these types of representations as chemical
compounds was based not on the actual composition of the system, but rather on
the assumption that a reaction had occurred and the only relevant substance was
the compound identified as the product, and the perceived potentiality of the system to become a compound if more reactants were added to the system. The following excerpts illustrate these ideas:
All the blues are bonded to the red and there is a bunch of red left over but if
there were more blues they would bond… you have one type of element left over
so it could kind of look like a mixture because there are not all bonded but because you have just one type of elements left over and not others then it will be a
compound. (S8A’s explanation during the classification of the system DE + E)
You have the two different elements bonding and there is blue left over but
there is no free red for them to bond to… the extras don’t really count. (S8A’s
explanation during the classification of D + D2E)
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Figure 5. Percentage of students with different levels of preparation who classified the systems D + D2E and EF + E2F as element, compound, or mixture in the Classification Task
Questionnaire (see Table 1). The different particles in these systems share common atoms.
The diagram on the left illustrates the types of features that may have influenced the students’ decisions (as suggested by student interviews). Relevant information from the statistical analysis of the data is included.

Particle concentration and distribution. Several students classified as compounds
the particulate representations of homogeneous mixtures of elements present in
the same ratio (C + F, E2 + F2 in Figure 1 and Table 1) or those of mixtures of particles arranged in regular patterns (C3 + E). Although the fraction of students who
misclassified mixtures as compounds based on the relative concentration or the
distribution of particles in the system was less than 20% for most groups (see Table 1), individual interviews revealed that a significant proportion of the students
seemed to pay attention to these features during the classification process. For example, 10 of the interviewed students referred to the concentration or distribution of particles as features that they considered in the classification of the particulate representations of chemical substances. The idea that “a compound always
contains the same ratio of its component atoms” was misinterpreted by students
who thought that all systems with particles present in a one to one ratio were
chemical compounds (in particular, ionic compounds):
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I thought that it may be a compound because there was the same number… so
it may be ionic… If there is a one to two ratio or something like that, I would
probably put it with the compound. I’m not too confident about 1B, 1F and 2E
[referring to systems C + F, E + D2, and E2 + F2] … there is the same number so
it could be ionic; the ratio makes me doubt. (S6C)

The influence of this idea can be confirmed by comparing students’ responses
to the classification of mixtures E2 + F2 (1:1 particle ratio) and C2 + D2 (5:1 particle
ratio) included in the classification task questionnaire. For all groups, the percentage of students who misclassified the first mixture as a compound was systematically higher (up to 4.5% for students in GCI and GCII and students in the OCI)
than those who made the same mistake with the latter mixture (see Table 1). For
novice students in GCI, there is a significant difference (p < 0.1) between the number of students who misclassified the 1:1 mixture E2 + F2 as a compound or as an
element and those that misclassified the 5:1 mixture C2 + D2 in a similar way. The
presence of equal number of particles of two different substances seemed to mislead novice students, who classified the mixture as a chemical compound.
The spatial distribution of particles is a feature that also seemed to influence
the participants’ classification decisions. More than one-half of the interviewees
who classified the system C3 + E as a compound (see Figure 1) indicated that the
structural pattern was characteristic of ionic compounds. The following interview
excerpt illustrates this idea:
I look for structure if there is a structure then it obviously… could be an ionic
compound; if there is no pattern then it’s a mixture. (S9C)

Some of the students who associated the presence of a structural pattern with
ionic compounds implicitly assumed that the represented atoms or particles had
a positive or negative charge, although these charges were not included in the
particulate representations. These novice students tended to neglect or misinterpret important representational features, as evidenced in the following excerpts
from the interviews:
It might be an ionic compound because if these (red) are positive and these
(green) are negatives then they are forming a certain shape, they have a pattern… but I don’t know… it could be an element with another element but then
this could also be an ionic compound. (S4A)
The pattern could be like dispersion forces or like mild attraction of the electron
cloud so it could be a compound, but I guess it’s not well… I don’t know… I’m
not sure on that one because it has the two different elements and they are not
bonded at all cause they are not overlapping which make me think it was a mixture but there is a definite pattern to it, so I don’t know if it’s just how it’s suppose
to be or if there is some sort of attraction that made it going to that pattern. (S8A)

Conclusions
Novice students in our study used structural and chemical composition features to classify chemical substances into elements, compounds, and mixtures
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based on particulate representations. However, for many of them the microscopic
representations of these systems seemed to trigger a classification scheme in
which structural features, such as the bonding between particles, the distribution
of particles in space, or the presence of common atoms among different species,
were more relevant than characteristics associated with chemical composition.
Many of the students’ classification errors occurred when students either reduced their decision to the identification of a single feature that was used to define a class (e.g., assuming that all systems with bonded particles are compounds)
or did not clearly differentiate between concepts (e.g., assuming that compounds
are like mixtures). The lack of differentiation between concepts was many times
associated with the misinterpretation of formal definitions (e.g., “a compound always contains the same ratio of its component atoms”) or the overgeneralization
of ideas (e.g., “particles in solid ionic compounds are arranged in regular patterns”). Misinterpretation and overgeneralization led many students in our study
to consider a variety of irrelevant features in making their classification decisions
(e.g., presence of common atoms among different particles, distribution of particles in the system, relative concentration of different species).
Our results indicate that a significant proportion of students had developed
strong associations between the concepts atom and element, and molecule and
compound, that influenced their classification decisions. Surprisingly, these mental associations seemed to be strengthened rather than weakened by further training in the discipline. However, it is very likely that the association established by
more advanced students and even the expert chemistry faculty is based on the
application of a knowledge framework in which structural features become central to the categorization of chemical substances at the particulate level. The concept of compound, in opposition to that of mixture, was more frequently associated with terms such as homogenous, equal ratio, structure, pattern, and bonded.
Our results also showed that students were also more likely to classify a substance as a chemical compound when there was a similarity among particles; in
particular, in cases where one type of particle resembled a part of another type of
particle also present in the system. In this case, classification judgements seemed
to be based on an erroneous interpretation of the system as an incomplete chemical reaction that had the potential to produce a single compound.
In general, our results reinforce the conclusions from previous studies on the
differences between novice and expert thinking (Bransford et al., 2000; Chi et al.,
1988). Novice chemistry students in our study lacked an integrated structure of
knowledge about chemical substances that allowed them to identify meaningful patterns and to differentiate relevant from extraneous classification features.
Their mental organization of knowledge was rather crude and diffuse, based on
strong but sometimes false concept associations and highly undifferentiated concepts (Smith et al., 1985).
In order to test further the validity of our central claims concerning the extraneous factors that influenced students’ classification of compounds and mixtures,
we conducted a small extension study involving a group of 32 students enrolled
in GCII during a subsequent semester. In this case, students were asked to classify as elements, compounds, and mixtures a group of particulate representations
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Table 2. Percentage of students who classified the different particulate Representations A,
B, and C as elements, compounds, or mixtures in the extension study

Element
Compound
Mixture

A

B

C

3.1 %
3.1 %
93.8 %

3.1 %
15.6 %
81.3 %

0.0 %
56.2 %
43.8 %

specifically selected based on the analysis and conclusions summarized in previous paragraphs. Table 2 summarizes the relevant results of this extension study.
The results depicted in Table 2 follow a trend that is consistent with the main
conclusions of this paper. We expected more students to classify particulate Representation B as a compound than Representation A because Representation B
is composed of “bonded” particles with identical structure present in “equal ratios”. Although particle Representations B and C share similar features, Representation C is more misleading because it includes one type of particle that looks
like a piece of the other type. Thus, we anticipated that some students would
probably think that the smaller pieces had the “potential” to combine to form the
larger particles. As shown in Table 2, more than one-half of the respondents erroneously classified this substance as a compound.
The analysis of student thinking during the classification tasks associated
with this study revealed common patterns of reasoning that should be taken
into account in the design of instructional activities to promote meaningful learning about the distinctive features of chemical substances at the microscopic level. Students may benefit from instruction that challenges some of the
strong mental associations identified in our study, and that makes them compare and contrast the distinctive features of elements, compounds, and mixtures at the microscopic level. The successful use of classification schemes to
solve problems in chemistry depends on the students’ ability to clearly identify
relevant features that differentiate groups or classes. Our study suggests that
common-sense learners will tend to reduce the complexity of the task by using a single classification criterion, or will pay too much attention to extraneous
features due to a lack of clear differentiation between concepts. However, more
research is needed to better characterize student thinking when solving classification-based chemistry problems.
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